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52 Award Winning Titles Every Book Lover Should Read
by American Library Assocation (ALA)
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 7/21 • 6 x 9 • 160 pages
9781728244884 • $19.99 • journal/ diary/blank book • Self-Help / Journaling • 52 Books
Every Book Lover Should Read
From the American Library Association comes a must-read challenge for book lovers to
explore!
Formatted as an interactive recommended reading list from ALA, this one-year challenge
tasks readers with a new library read each week, all of which library award winners. The
perfect gift for all bibliophiles and library patrons, this journal is far more than a simple list of
reads. Each week, readers will find a recommended title with a write up and review from the
ALA (...)

52 Diverse Titles Every Book Lover Should Read
by American Library Assocation (ALA)
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 7/21 • 6 x 9 • 160 pages
9781728244853 • $19.99 • journal/ diary/blank book • Self-Help / Journaling • 52 Books
Every Book Lover Should Read
From the American Library Association comes a must-read challenge for book lovers to
explore!
Formatted as an interactive recommended reading list from ALA, this one-year challenge
tasks readers with a new library read each week, all from BIPOC authors. The perfect gift
for all bibliophiles and library patrons, this journal is far more than a simple list of reads.
Each week, readers will find a recommended title with a write up and review from the ALA
as to (...)

52 YA Books Every Book Lover Should Read
by American Library Assocation (ALA)
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 7/21 • 6 x 9 • 160 pages
9781728239620 • $19.99 • journal/ diary/blank book • Self-Help / Journaling • 52 Books
Every Book Lover Should Read
From the American Library Association comes a must-read challenge for fans of YA!
A recommended reading list from ALA, this one-year challenge tasks readers with a new
library read each week. The perfect gift for all bibliophiles and library patrons, this journal is
far more than a simple list of reads. Each week, readers will find a recommended title with a
write up and review from the ALA as to what makes this book special as they prepare (...)

A Spot of Trouble
by Teri Wilson
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 7/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 256 pages
9781728214795 • $21.99 • pb • Fiction / Romance / Contemporary

LEAD

First in a sparkling new romcom series featuring adorable dogs from bestselling author Teri
Wilson
CONTEMPORARY ROMCOM
The arrival of a new fire marshal in the small seaside town of Turtle Beach, North Carolina,
turns the community upside down when his partner, a rescue Dalmatian trained as a fire
safety demonstration dog, accidentally gets switched with a naughty look-a-like Dalmatian
belonging to the free-spirited daughter of the local police chief. The two (...)
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A Surprise for Christmas and Other Seasonal Mysteries
edited by Martin Edwards
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 12/21 • 5.25 x 8 • 320 pages
9781464214813 • $21.99 • pb • Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Short Stories • British Library
Crime Classics
A postman murdered while delivering cards on Christmas morning. A Christmas pine
growing over a forgotten homicide. A Yuletide heist gone horribly wrong…
When there's as much murder as magic in the air and the facts seem to point to the
impossible, it's up to the detective's trained eye to unwrap the clues and neatly tie together
an explanation (preferably with a bow on top (...)

Big F*cking Dreams
A Journal for Building Your Brightest D*mn Future
by D.A. Sarac
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 1/21 • 5.75 x 8.75 • 208 pages
9781728252230 • $28.99 • cl • Self-Help / Journaling
An irreverent manifestation journal to teach readers how to have gratitude for the shit
they have, attract the shit they want, and dream bigger than they ever fucking
believed.
TIRED: STAR FUCKERY.
WIRED: BEING A FUCKING STAR.
What the fuck is manifestation and do I need a goddamn crystal? Redefining manifestation

Black Widows
by Cate Quinn
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 2/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 432 pages
9781728234236 • $24.99 • pb • Fiction / Suspense
Three sister wives. One dead husband. Did his wife kill him? If so, which one? Now in
tradepaper!
"I had the right husband - and the wrong wives." - one of Blake Nelson's widows
The Dry meets The Handmaid's Tale in this fascinating story of wife and death. Against the
wishes of his family and the laws of the elders of the Mormon church, Blake Nelson has
adopted the old polygamous ways (...)

Cat and Mouse
by Kate McMurray
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 7/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 304 pages
9781728214573 • $21.99 • pb • Fiction / Romance / Romantic Comedy • Whitman Street
Cat Cafe
Hilarious rom-com from Kate McMurray where the kittens at the Whitman Street Cat Cafe
are on a mission to help their humans find love
CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE
Paige Danvers has a rough track record with romance and a tendency to stumble into
drama. As her relationship drama spills over into her job at the Whitman Street Cat Cafe,
Paige feels like she might be on thin ice with her boss and close friend, Lauren.
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Dark Things I Adore
by Katie Lattari
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 14/21 • 6.25 x 9.25 • 416 pages
9781728229843 • $38.99 • cl • Fiction / Suspense
One little camper went to the fireside
One little camper stood alone
One did a dreadful thing, and made sure another never made it back home.
1988. A group of outcasts gather at an arts camp in the Maine woods. They're the painters,
bright and teeming with potential. But secrets and dark ambitions rise like smoke from a
campfire, and the truths they tell will come back to haunt them (...)

Every Monday Matters for Families
by Matthew Emerzian
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/21 • 5.25 x 7.25 • 168 pages
9781728246871 • $24.99 • cl • Self-Help / Personal Growth / Happiness • Ignite Reads
The original idea was simple… what if we could get millions of people to engage in simple
acts that were good for the world? Picking up litter, helping the homeless, smiling, planting a
tree. And, in doing so, we would make the world a better place and also help people
understand how much and why they matter.
With actions that families can take together or independently, you and your family can start
bettering yourselves and your community with a few (...)

Farewell Blues
by Maggie Robinson
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 14/21 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 272 pages
9781464215193 • $22.99 • pb • Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Women Sleuths • Lady
Adelaide Mysteries
It’s Rupert’s last chance to earn his wings, and Addie’s last chance to crack the case and
find love!
Lady Adelaide Compton had prepared herself to say goodbye forever to Detective Inspector
Devenand Hunter. It would be a welcome relief not to get mixed up in any more murders,
even if it meant never working alongside the handsome detective again. . .wouldn't it?
But then Addie's prim and proper mother, Constance (...)

Friday Forward
by Robert Glazer
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 1/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 176 pages
9781728247298 • $21.99 • pb • Self-Help / Motivational & Inspirational
End your week stronger than it started with 52 thought-provoking stories that will inspire and
challenge you
Do you ever wake up feeling like the day is lost before it's even begun? Building on the
message from his highly praised book, Elevate, national best-selling author and global
business leader, Robert Glazer, shares 52 of his favorite stories that will challenge and
inspire you to unlock your innate potential, and in turn, inspire those around you (...)
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Friday Forward Journal
by Robert Glazer
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 1/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 128 pages
9781728247304 • $19.99 • pb • Self-Help / Journaling
From national bestselling author, Robert Glazer, Friday Forward provides readers with 52journal entries from his viral platform (of the same name) that will inspire, motivate, and
create lasting change - week over week.
When Robert decided to e-mail his team on Friday mornings a message for their personal
growth, he had no idea what he was starting. The team loved them, and began to share
outside of their company. Suddenly he had requests to send to leaders, and when (...)

Ghost Stories of an Antiquary
by M. R. James, edited by Leslie Klinger and Eric Guignard
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 5/21 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 304 pages
9781464215155 • $21.99 • pb • Fiction / Horror • Haunted Library Horror Classics
Dive into this collection of exquisite horror stories—just make sure to have the lights on and
the doors locked
First published in 1904, Ghost Stories of an Antiquary contains eight tales of supernatural
horror by genre master M. R. James. Highly regarded as a masterwork of horror, this
collection is a must-have for fans of the frightful.
The stories in this collection include: "Canon Alberic's Scrap-Book," "Lost (...)

Hello, Fears Journal
by Michelle Poler
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 1/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 256 pages
9781728234441 • $26.99 • pb • Self-Help / Journaling
A guided, interactive journal that’s perfect for anyone who wants to overcome fear and
embrace the brave movement. The perfect companion to Michelle Poler’s Hello, Fears!
Michelle has always had a problem with the word fearless. Facing your demons doesn't
mean you're fearless; it means you fear them, but you do it anyway! So for one hundred
days, she faced one hundred of her fears, and the message went viral.
Written in Michelle's hilarious, honest voice and driven through storytelling (...)

I Hate You More
by Lucy Gilmore
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 2/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 352 pages
9781728226002 • $21.99 • pb • Fiction / Romance / Romantic Comedy
The Hating Game meets Best in Show in this delightfully quirky romcom by beloved author
Lucy Gilmore
ROMANTIC COMEDY
Ruby Taylor gave up pageant life the day she turned eighteen and figured she'd never look
back. She has no intention of taking the stage ever again, but when an elderly friend begs
her to help show her Golden Retriever, Wheezy, in the local dog show, Ruby reluctantly
straps on her heels and gets to work (...)
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In Every Mirror She's Black
A Novel
by Lola AkinmAde Akerstrom

LEAD

Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 7/21 • 6 x 9
9781728250571 • $24.99 • pb • Fiction / African American / Contemporary Women
Three Black women - a powerhouse executive, a former model, and a Somali refugee - are
linked in unexpected ways to the same influential white man in Stockholm
Executive Kemi Adeyemi is lured from the U.S. to Sweden by Johan von Lundin, CEO of a
large marketing firm, to help fix a PR nightmare. Kemi has poured her entire heart and soul
into her career, but she's neglected her love life. This move is a last-ditch effort for her to
start (...)

In Every Mirror She's Black
by Lola Akinmade Akerstrom
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 7/21 • 6.25 x 9.25 • 416 pages
9781728240381 • $38.99 • cl • Fiction / African American / Contemporary Women

LEAD

Three Black women are linked in unexpected ways to the same influential white man in
Stockholm
Three Black women are linked in unexpected ways to the same influential white man in
Stockholm.
Executive Kemi Adeyemi is lured from the U.S. to Sweden by Johan von Lundin, CEO of a
large marketing firm, to help fix a PR nightmare. A killer at work, but a failure at romance,
Kemi's move is (...)

Love This F*cking Journey for Me
A Self-Discovery Journal to Drop the Imposter Syndrome and
Celebrate Your D*mn Self
by D.A. Sarac
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 1/21 • 5.75 x 8.75 • 208 pages
9781728252247 • $28.99 • cl • Self-Help / Journaling
An irreverent self-discovery journal to scrap the damn imposter syndrome, reflect on
your inner brilliance, and celebrate your own damn self!
THE HOLY TRINITY OF ME, MYSELF AND FUCKING I
Drop the fuckery, ditch the self-doubt, and celebrate all the amazing things that make you,

Love, Chai, and Other Four-Letter Words
by Annika Sharma
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 5/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 352 pages
9781492665403 • $21.99 • pb • Fiction / Romance / Multicultural & Interracial • Chai Masala
Club

LEAD

A fresh, smart series featuring besties of Indian descent who find love in the big city. Three
best friends. Three loves. Three cultural explosions waiting to happen
CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE
Kiran Mathur knows firsthand just how dangerous love can be. After all, her sister's
marriage in India nearly destroyed Kiran's family. So she's decided to redeem romance
herself - by not falling for anyone who might disappoint her parents. That is, until she meets
her new neighbor (...)
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Murder Most Festive
by Ada Moncrieff
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 12/21 • 5 x 7 • 336 pages
9781728248912 • $21.99 • pb • Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Traditional British
Imagine being stuck indoors with your family, waiting for something to happen… and then
disaster strikes.
Christmas 1938. The Westbury family and assorted friends have gathered together for
another legendary Christmas at their Sussex mansion. As family tensions simmer on
Christmas Eve, the champagne flows, the silver sparkles and upstairs the bedrooms are
made up ready for their occupants. But one bed will lie empty that night. . .
Come Christmas morning, guest David Campbell-Scott is found lying dead in the (...)

My First Thirty Years
by Gertrude Beasley, foreword by Nina Bennett, edited by Marie
Bennett

LEAD

Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 28/21 • 5.25 x 8 • 336 pages
9781728242880 • $24.99 • pb • Biography / Personal Memoirs
A raw coming-of-age historical memoir that was effectively suppressed and lost to history—
until now.
Originally published in Paris in 1925, My First Thirty Years is a brutally honest memoir by
Gertrude Beasley, who grew up in poverty in rural Texas and suffered unthinkable emotional
and sexual abuse at the hands of her family.
The themes in this book are still relevant to readers today telling the story ( )

Nick and Noel's Christmas Playlist
by Codi Hall
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 5/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 336 pages
9781728251172 • $21.99 • pb • Fiction / Romance / Contemporary • Mistletoe Romance
Press play on happily ever after in this charming, heartfelt holiday rom-com.
CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE
Nick Winters and Noel Carter have known each other their whole lives. After years of shared
family holidays and working together on the Winters' Christmas tree farm, they wouldn't
dream of crossing the line from friends to something more... But when Nick comes home for
the holidays and finds that his long-term girlfriend has (...)

Once More Upon a Time
by Roshani Chokshi
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 5/21 • 5.25 x 7.25 • 144 pages
9781728239828 • $21.99 • cl • Fic / Fantasy / Romantic

LEAD

A dazzling and wonderful fantasy stand alone romance from New York Times bestselling
author Roshani Chokshi! Would you sacrifice the love in your heart to save your soul mate?

FANTASY ROMANCE
A fairy tale prince and princess get a second chance at getting what they truly desire in this
dazzling tale as they embark on an enchanted road trip and encounter a delightful cast of
magical characters.
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Panic Attack
by Dennis Palumbo
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 21/21 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 384 pages
9781464213458 • $22.99 • pb • Fiction / Suspense • Daniel Rinaldi Thrillers
Psychologist Daniel Rinaldi will have to throw caution to the wind to catch this indiscriminate
killer and end his reign of terror
Psychologist Daniel Rinaldi is no stranger to trauma. A survivor of not one, but two attempts
on his life by a deranged killer, the therapist also counsels trauma patients in his private
practice, and contracts with the Pittsburgh Police to help victims of violent crime cope with
their experience. When a sports mascot is gunned down mid-field (...)

Rage Yoga
by Lindsay Istace
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 1/21 • 6 x 8 • 280 pages
9781728234601 • $24.99 • pb • Health & Fitness / Yoga
An irreverent and hilarious guide to becoming Zen as f*ck from the creator of Rage Yoga
From the creator of the international viral sensation Rage Yoga comes a book that will
empower readers to crush their bullsh*t, unleash their inner most Badass Self, and become
Zen as f*ck. Rage Yoga is taught by certified instructors and done while blasting heavy
music, loudly cursing like a sailor, and extending middle fingers (a.k.a. "fist unicorns") high
into the sky (...)

Stand by Me
by Pat Simmons
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 2/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 304 pages
9781492687702 • $18.99 • pb • Fiction / Romance / Contemporary • Family Is Forever
Romantic women’s fiction from acclaimed inspirational and Christian romance author Pat
Simmons
ROMANTIC CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S FICTION
When it comes to being a caregiver, Kym Knicely has been there, done that, and is ready to
move on from that lifestyle. Then she meets Hamilton Cross and soon learns that every
caregiver situation is not one size fits all. Where she was the caregiver of her elderly aunt,
Hamilton is years older and is a full-time (...)

The Brainwashing of My Dad
by Jen Senko
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 5/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 304 pages
9781728239590 • $24.99 • pb • Political Science / Corruption & Misconduct
An unnerving look at right-wing media and the affect it has on us all—on every family level
Author Jen Senko's father went from a nonpolitical, open-minded Democrat to a radical,
angry, and intolerant right-wing devotee which eventually imploded their family dynamic. As
politics began to take precedence over anything and everything, Jen was mystified at how
these concepts began to insidiously seep into her father's mood and mindset. How had this
happened? When and why had (...)
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The Corpse in the Waxworks
by John Dickson Carr
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 9/21 • 5.25 x 8 • 288 pages
9781464215438 • $21.99 • pb • Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Police Procedural • British
Library Crime Classics
The purpose, the illusion, the spirit of a waxworks. It is an atmosphere of death. It is
soundless and motionless… Do you see?"
Last night Mademoiselle Duchene was seen heading into the Gallery of Horrors at the
Musee Augustin waxworks, alive. Today she was found in the Seine, murdered. The
museum's proprietor, long perturbed by the unnatural vitality of his figures, claims that he
saw one of them following the victim into the dark - a lead that Henri Bencolin, head (...)

The Happy Inbox
by Maura Thomas
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 1/21 • 5.25 x 7.25 • 152 pages
9781728234861 • $24.99 • cl • Bus & Econ / Time Mgmt • Empowered Productivity
Get out from under “communication clutter," so you can live a life of choice!
Feeling buried by communication clutter is that it's that state of feeling like you are always
owing return communication to someone. It's the subtle sense of anxiety caused by your
backlog of email, taunting you with the little red indicators on the communication apps on
your phone - texts, voicemails, missed calls, social media notifications - plus the mountain
of outstanding email piling up in your inbox even (...)

The Haunting of Leigh Harker
by Darcy Coates
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 7/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 352 pages
9781728220222 • $21.99 • pb • Fiction / Horror
USA Today bestselling author Darcy Coates delivers a chilling ghost story that will leave
readers haunted.
Leigh Harker is certain her house is haunted. Curtains open by themselves. Radios turn off
and on. And a dark figure looms outside her bedroom door at night, watching her. . . waiting
for her to finally let down her guard and fall asleep.
Despite appearances, despite all logic, Leigh knows she's no longer alone.

The Mystery of Mrs. Christie
by Marie Benedict
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 5/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 288 pages
9781728234304 • $24.99 • pb
Beloved New York Times bestselling author Marie Benedict uncovers the untold story of
Agatha Christie’s mysterious eleven day disappearance. Now in paperback!
December 1926: England unleashes the largest manhunt in its history. The object of the
search is not an escaped convict or a war criminal, but the missing wife of a WWI hero, upand-coming mystery author Agatha Christie.
When her car is found wrecked, empty, and abandoned (...)
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The Port of London Murders
by Josephine Bell
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 7/21 • 5.25 x 8 • 272 pages
9781464215407 • $21.99 • pb • Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Police Procedural • British
Library Crime Classics
Lingerie smuggling has never beeen so deadly. . .
When the San Angelo drifts into port in the Pool of London, telephones begin to ring across
the capital and an intricate series of events is set in motion. Beset by dreadful storms in the
Bay of Biscay, the ship, along with the "mixed cargo" it carries, is late.

Unaware of the machinations of avaricious importers, wayward captains (...)

The Secret Next Door
by Rebecca Taylor
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 9/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 352 pages
9781728206684 • $24.99 • pb • Fiction / Contemporary Women
When a community is perfect, one little change can ruin everything
Alyson Tinsdale is finally moving her young family into The Enclave, one of Denver's most
prestigious neighborhoods, and she's desperate to prove herself worthy. Bonnie Sloan, The
Enclave's matriarch, has just begun pursuing her political ambitions, but the secrets in her
home are stalling her plans.
When the open lot behind The Enclave gets slated for development, the community (...)

The Summoning
by J.P. Smith
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 7/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 320 pages
9781728243177 • $24.99 • pb • Fiction / Thrillers / Psychological
The seances she hosts are fake, a way to scrape by… but what does it mean when the
dead start talking back?
Widow. Mother. Actor. Alone.
That's how Kit Capriol describes herself to her therapist not long after losing her husband on
9/11. Sixteen years later, with her teenage daughter in a coma following an accident, Kit's
life has become almost unrecognizable. Her acting career never took off, and now (...)

True Crime Story
by Joseph Knox
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 2/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 320 pages
9781728245867 • $24.99 • pb • Fiction / Suspense
A thrilling mashup of a missing-girl mystery, incomplete files that a now-dead author left
behind, and the unsettling wonder of what’s real
A strikingly original novel in the vein of Daisy Jones and the Six meets Riley Sager, True
Crime Story twists together transcripts, emails, and documents into an investigation of a
missing college girl, also weaving in the mysteries of how the narrator "Joseph Knox" came
to be in possession of these files and what fate befell (...)
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Where Did the Universe Come From? And Other Cosmic
Questions
by Chris Ferrie and Geraint Lewis

LEAD

Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 7/21 • 5.25 x 7.25 • 256 pages
9781728238814 • $25.99 • cl • Science / Astrophysics & Space Science
Unpack the secrets of the universe with award-winning physicists Chris Ferrie and Geraint
F. Lewis as they share an accessible conversation about the biggest ideas and smallest
forces in the universe. Perfect for fans of Neil DeGrasse Tyson!
Have you ever wanted to travel to the edge of the universe? What about getting sucked up
into a black hole?

Witch Please
by Ann Aguirre
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 7/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 368 pages
9781728240169 • $22.99 • pb • Fiction / Romance / Romantic Comedy • Fix-It Witches

LEAD

New York Times bestselling author Ann Aguirre offers up a witchy rom-com where a longstanding family feud stands in the way of true love.
PARANORMAL ROMCOM
Danica Waterhouse is a fully modern witch. After a messy breakup, she makes a pact with
her cousin: they'll keep their hearts protected and have fun, without involving the overly
opinionated Waterhouse matriarchs. No need to add criticism on top of heartache!
Titus Winnaker has family trouble (...)
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